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Abstract

Market mechanisms� such as auctions� will likely rep�
resent a common interaction medium for agents on the
Internet� The Michigan Internet AuctionBot is a �ex�
ible� scalable� and robust auction server that supports
both software and human agents� The server manages
many simultaneous auctions by separating the interface
from the core auction procedures� This design provides
a responsive interface and tolerates system and network
disruptions� but necessitates careful timekeeping proce�
dures to ensure temporal accuracy� The AuctionBot
has been used extensively in classroom exercises� and is
available to the general Internet population� Its �exi�
ble speci�cation of auctions in terms of orthogonal pa�
rameters makes it a useful device for agent researchers
exploring the design space of auction mechanisms�

� Introduction

The emergence of electronic commerce is feeding a gold�
rush atmosphere in the computer industry� Forecasts
predict U�S� electronic commerce revenues will grow
from �� billion in ���	 to �
�	 billion in the year ������

The automation of commerce activities is a major step
in the evolution of the economy� and we expect that�
for some tasks� the processes and conventions employed
online will dier from those prevalent in the o�ine econ�
omy�

It is widely observed that agent technology may have
a profound eect upon the way goods are bought and
sold� For example� shopping agents� such as Bargain
Finder� and Jango� �a commercial product based on

�Source� Forrester Research� Inc�
�http���bf�cstar�ac�com�bf
�http���www�jango�com

the ShopBot �
��� can make online comparison shop�
ping dramatically more e�cient� potentially shifting the
competitive balance between consumers and retailers�
Fire�y ���� expands a consumer�s awareness by suggest�
ing products�in this case� music CDs�based upon the
reported preferences of others with similar tastes�

The agents mentioned above facilitate the connec�
tion of potential buyers and sellers� This represents
the �rst stage of an electronic commerce activity ����
To complete the transaction� the agents must negoti�
ate a mutually acceptable contract� and exchange the
goods� Negotiation on the Internet often amounts to
one party �typically the seller�� presenting a take�it�or�
leave�it oer �e�g�� a sale price�� Auctions represent a
more general approach to price determination� admit�
ting a range of negotiation protocols�including �xed
price as a special case�

Auctions have rapidly achieved enormous popular�
ity on the Internet� EBay�� one of several commercial
sites that run user�created auctions� claims to be trans�
acting nearly �� million a week� Onsale�� the �rst and
most prominent of the seller�run online auctions� re�
ported gross revenue for the second quarter of ���	 of
����� million�a ��� increase over the previous quar�
ter� The industry has rapidly spawned subindustries�
such as newsletters�� auction software providers�	 and
specialized search engines�


In addition to their use in online retail� automated
auctions are also found at the core of systems formarket�
based resource allocation ��� �
� ��� �	� ��� ���� To sup�
port our research on this topic� as well as electronic com�
merce� we have developed a general platform for price�
based negotiation�the Michigan Internet AuctionBot��

The AuctionBot serves as infrastructure for our research
eorts� and can be used by others exploring related

�http���www�ebay�com
�http���www�onsale�com
�For example� AuctionLand �http���www�neomax�com� which also

provides ratings of over ��� online auction sites�
�For example� OpenSite Technologies �http���www�opensite�com�
�http���www�bidfind�com
�http���auction�eecs�umich�edu



mechanisms� We have also deployed the system over
the World�Wide Web as an experiment in Internet com�
merce� and as an instructional tool to support education
in the design and development of market�based multi�
agent systems�

This paper presents an overview of the AuctionBot
system� highlighting its versatility as a tool for explor�
ing the auction design space� and the potential ben�
e�ts of a standardized agent interface to online auc�
tions� The next section de�nes auctions and catego�
rizes the messages required to interact with them� Sec�
tions 
 and � present overviews of the main features
and overall design of the AuctionBot� We follow this
with a more detailed explanation of the auction param�
eter space in Section �� and our treatment of time in
Section �� Section 	 brie�y presents the agent�level in�
terface for the AuctionBot� We relate our experience
with several classroom exercises in Section ��

� Auctions

A negotiation mechanism is essentially a protocol within
which agents interact to determine a contract� Auctions
constitute a general class of such protocols� as charac�
terized in the standard de�nition expressed by McAfee
and McMillan ����	��

An auction is a market institution with an
explicit set of rules determining resource al�
location and prices on the basis of bids from
the market participants�

Notice that the stereotyped image�of a fast�talking
person with a gavel calling out prices�is but a partic�
ular special case of this class �technically� the English
open outcry auction�� Another classic mechanism is the
Dutch auction� in which the auctioneer begins at a high
price and incrementally lowers it until some bidder sig�
nals acceptance� Sealed bid auctions come in �rst� and
second�price varieties �FPSB and Vickrey ����� respec�
tively�� and involve no iteration� In all of these single�
sided mechanisms� bidders are uniformly of type buyer
or uniformly of type seller� The classic single auctions
have been the main province of theoretical studies of
auctions �	� ���

Double�sided auctions admit multiple buyers and sell�
ers at once� The continuous double auction �CDA� ����
a general model for commodity and stock markets�
initiates trades as soon as matches are detected� An�
other common mechanism for two�sided markets is the
clearing house or call market ���� These markets aggre�
gate bids over time and clear at scheduled intervals�

Figure � shows one possible taxonomy for a small
part of auction space� Auctions are �rst classi�ed by
whether they are single or double sided� and then by
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Figure �� A classi�cation of classic auction types�

whether bids are sealed �SB� or public �outcry�� Fur�
ther distinctions can be made� as we have to dieren�
tiate the English and Dutch auctions� However� be�
cause there are many distinguishing characteristics�
often orthogonal�there are many possible ways to struc�
ture such a taxonomy� In Section �� we present an al�
ternate view of the auction design space based on pa�
rameterization�

Formalizing multiagent negotiation in terms of auc�
tions provides a unifying framework and access to a
large body of underlying theory� Despite the diversity
of these mechanisms� we can clearly de�ne their activi�
ties and the messages used to interact with them� This
is attractive to designers of multiagent systems because
it structures the communication�

We �rst de�ne the three core auction activities� All
auctions must have the �rst and third behavior� and
most have the second as well�

� Receive Bids� When a bid is received� the auc�
tioneer must verify that it satis�es the rules of the
auction�

� Supply Intermediate Information� Auctions com�
monly supply agents with some form of interme�
diate results� which we generically term a price
quote�

� Clear� The central purpose of an auction is to de�
termine the resource exchanges and the payments
between buyers and sellers�

In our formulation� the auction need not get directly
involved in the execution of the transaction� though
many auction services on the Internet participate in the
transfer of money or goods�

To support these activities� the following message
types are required�

� Bid� Sent by agent to auction� A bid speci�es an
agent�s oer to buy or sell quantities of a good
as a function of the price of the good� It may also
include other quali�cations on an oer� such as bid
expiration conditions and whether the bid may be
subdivided�



� Bid Withdrawal� Sent by agent to auction��� Not
all auctions allow an agent to withdraw its bid�

� Bid Admittance� Sent by auction to agent when a
bid satis�es the rules of the auction�

� Bid Rejection� Sent by auction to agent when a
bid violates the rules of an auction�

� Price Quote� Sent by auction to agent� The pre�
cise content varies by auction� but the �standard�
de�nition we employ is the price that the agent
would have had to oer in order for its bid to have
been one of the bids in the set that would have
transacted at the time the quote was issued� This
de�nition is given in past tense because a price
quote is necessarily relative to the bidding state at
quote time�

� Transaction Noti�cation� Sent by auction to agents
involved in a transaction� The message speci�es
the terms of an exchange� including price and quan�
tity� and information necessary to execute the ex�
change� such as trading partner identity�

An agent can have only one active bid at a time�
a new bid received by the auction supersedes any old
bids� This requirement is not a restriction per se� the
general de�nition of a bid allows an agent to specify any
arbitrary oer function� An agent can �edit� its bid
simply by submitting a new one� to the extent allowed
by auction rules�

Within this interaction protocol� the perceptions of
the agent are restricted to observing the price quote�
In many situations the agent can infer from the price
quote its current allocation� If the agent has a buy bid
greater than �or a sell bid less than� the price quote�
then it is currently winning� However� if the agent�s bid
equals the price quote� then it cannot� in general� know
whether its current bid is in the transaction set� For
situations when it is necessary that agents correctly de�
duce their participation there are two approaches� The
�rst approach augments the price quote with the agents�
allocation� The second approach generates a disam�
biguating price quote customized for particular agents�
For example� in some auctions it would be su�cient to
send losing agents a price quote that is � above �or be�
low� the actual winning price� In both cases the content
of the price quote message is agent dependent�

As an example of the communication process� con�
sider the messages sent in the running of an English
auction� The �rst message is a price quote�� sent by
the auctioneer to each agent� Agents see the price quote

�	Technically� this message could be implemented by submitting a
replacement bid with zero demand�

��The initial price quoted is the reserve price of the seller� In human
auctions this value is presumably communicated to the auctioneer
outside of the mechanism� In the AuctionBot� the selling agent must
place a sell bid�

and determine whether to bid� When the auctioneer re�
ceives a new bid that beats the current price quote� it
sends an acknowledgment to the bidder� and generates
a new price quote� at some � over the new high bid�
for all non�winning agents� This continues until some
period of inactivity elapses� at which time the auction�
eer closes the auction and sends transaction messages
to the seller and the winning bidder�

The messages described in this section are su�cient
to describe any of the auction mechanisms mentioned
in this paper� Other messages would be necessary if an
auction revealed more intermediate information than
the simple price quote� In addition� implementing auc�
tion mechanisms in a larger context will require tools
to aid agents in �nding appropriate auctions� inform
them about auction rules� and perform many other mar�
ket facilitation functions� Such issues are being ad�
dressed in several experimental automated market sys�
tems ��� �� ��� ����

� AuctionBot Features

The AuctionBot manages a large number of simultane�
ous auctions� In order to participate in any of these
auctions� a user must register� Human users can in�
spect their accounts via a web page presenting an or�
ganized view of their bids� auctions they initiated� and
past transactions� This has proven especially useful to
students participating in complex economies as class�
room exercises �discussed in Section ��� The account
view allows a student to track her bids in multiple auc�
tions and provides an automatic accounting of her �nal
transactions�

When they do not wish to babysit their bids� users
can choose to be noti�ed of price quotes and clears via
e�mail�

The AuctionBot organizes active auctions in a hi�
erarchical catalog� The user initiating an auction can
position it anywhere within the existing catalog� or ex�
tend the catalog to create an appropriate subcategory�
The user also has the choice not to list the auction in
the public catalog� choosing� instead� to limit visibility
to a private group� We chose to give AuctionBot users
complete control over the catalog structure for several
reasons� Most importantly� it allows us to avoid exercis�
ing editorial control over the subject of AuctionBot ne�
gotiations� It also minimizes maintenance on our part�
The result is undoubtedly more �exible than anything
we would come up with� albeit probably less consistent
and coherent�

The AuctionBot is designed to support several lan�
guages for expressing bids� For discrete goods� the
base language allows a bidder to specify a set of price�
quantity pairs� which eectively de�ne a step�wise de�
mand function� The stereotypical bid�expressing a
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Figure �� The AuctionBot architecture�

price for some individual object�is encoded by a sin�
gle point� We are currently working on languages that
support functional representations of continuous oer
curves for divisible goods� and oers for bundles of in�
terdependent goods of dierent types�

Mechanism designers will �nd the most interesting
aspect of the AuctionBot is its support of a wide va�
riety of auction types��� It is the combination of the
variety of auctions and the agent API that makes the
AuctionBot a useful platform for both commerce and
research�

� AuctionBot Architecture

The AuctionBot�s basic design is shown in Figure ��
The interface consists of two distinct portions�the web
interface for humans and the TCP�IP interface for soft�
ware agents� The right side of the diagram shows the
auctioneer processes and scheduler� The interface and
the auctioneer programs update information in a com�
mon database�

The following example illustrates the interaction be�
tween the basic AuctionBot program elements� A hu�
man user speci�es a bid via a sequence of Web forms�
The �nal form hands o the data to a bid�submission
program which inserts the bid into the database and
marks it as unprocessed� The bid�submission program
then returns to the user a con�rmation that the bid
has been submitted� To keep the interface responsive�
the submission program does only cursory veri�cation
of the bid� Full veri�cation�which may involve exam�
ining all of the other bids in the auction�is done by
the auctioneer program�

The scheduler is a daemon process that continually
monitors the database for auctions that have events to
process or bids to verify� When it �nds such an auc�
tion� it forks the appropriate auctioneer program� The
auctioneer loads the auction parameters and the set of
current bids from the database� The auctioneer vali�
dates bids as necessary� and may do one clear and�or

��The AuctionBot currently implements every auction mentioned
in this paper except the Dutch� Such an extension would be easy� but
super�uous� as the Dutch auction is strategically equivalent to the
FPSB �	��

one price quote each time it is run� The current con�g�
uration does not allow the auctioneer to perform more
than one clear or quote in a single run due to the over�
head of managing the bids and maintaining consistency
with the database� We developed this scheme based
on our expectation that the majority of auctions would
be used by humans and have activity levels measured
in seconds or minutes� To provide more responsive auc�
tions at the higher levels of activity that software agents
could generate� we plan to extend the design to keep
high activity auctions running between events�

Note that the relationship between the interface and
the scheduler is asynchronous� If the scheduler goes
o�ine or falls behind in its tasks� the interface continues
to operate� and vice versa� All data is timestamped to
ensure that when an auction event occurs� it does so
with the set of bids that were active at the time the
event was supposed to happen� This is discussed further
in Section ��

� Auction Parameters

The AuctionBot supports the widest range of auction
types of any auction service we know of� We achieve this
�exibility by decomposing the auction design space into
a set of orthogonal parameters� With these parameters�
we can implement many of the classic auction types� and
quite a few that have not been studied before���

We broadly categorize these parameters by whether
they de�ne acceptable bids� control the schedule of clear
and quote events� determine the information made avail�
able� or specify the matching and price setting algo�
rithm�

��� Bidding Restrictions

Participation� For the purposes of specifying the mech�
anisms� we are interested only in whether the auction
allows one buyer or many buyers� and one seller or
many sellers� The three combinations of interest are
f��manyg� fmany��g� and fmany�manyg� A restriction
to ��� essentially means that the auction is one�sided�
and the sole buyer or seller must be designated� Within
the AuctionBot� we assume this agent is the auction ini�
tiator� and simply reject bids of the corresponding type
from other agents�

Discrete Goods� To enforce the discrete good rule
an auction simply rejects bids for non�integer quantities�

Bid rules� The AuctionBot supports several other
restrictions on allowable bids� One such rule requires
that a user�s new bid must dominate its previous bid�
Note that this would also prohibit bid withdrawal� A

��An earlier version of this parameterization appears in ����� The
FM���� �FishMarket testbed ���� is based on a detailed parameteri�
zation of the space of Dutch auctions�



related rule requires that bidders beat the current price
quote�

��� Auction Events

Clearing Schedule� Running the matching algorithm
and producing an allocation constitutes a market clear
event� The frequency and number of clears is one of the
most important parameters de�ning an auction� Clears
can be triggered at scheduled times �as in sealed bid
auctions�� at random times� by bidder activity �as in
Dutch and CDAs�� or by bidder inactivity �as in English
auctions��

Closing Conditions� The closing conditions are
logical conditions that determine whether a clear should
be the �nal clear� Auctions can close at a scheduled
time� at a random time� after a period of inactivity� or
when designated bids are matched�

Quote Schedule� Like clears� price quotes can vary
in number and frequency� The same options are avail�
able� schedule� random� activity� or inactivity�

��� Information Revelation

Price Quotes� For divisible�good auctions� the stan�
dard price quote is a single price that balances supply
and demand� For discrete�good auctions� the general
form of the price quote is a range� The bid quote is
the price an agent would have to bid under in order to
place a winning sell bid� The ask quote is the price an
agent would have to bid over to place a winning buy
bid� The ask quote is always greater than or equal to
the bid quote�

In the literature� bid�ask spreads are typically used
in auctions that clear continuously �and therefore the
buyers and sellers do not overlap�� However� under the
quote interpretation described in Section �� the bid�ask
quote is meaningful even when the buyers and sellers
overlap� For example consider a simple case where there
is one agent with an oer to buy at ��� and another with
an oer to sell at ��� The buyer and seller overlap�
so if the auction cleared at this moment� they would
transact� A bid�ask quote� in this case� would report
that a new buyer would need to outbid ��� and a seller
underbid �� in order to transact in the hypothetical
clear�

Transaction History� Auctions may publicize se�
lected information about past transactions� Such infor�
mation may include the prices� quantities� or even the
identities of the transacting agents�

Schedule Information� Auctions may or may not
reveal the timing of upcoming clear and quote events�
In particular� an auction can used randomized or aperi�
odic scheduled events and a hidden schedule to discour�
age attempts at price quote manipulation�

Agent � sell � unit at ��
Agent � buy � unit at �

Agent 
 buy � unit at ��

Table �� A sequence of three bids�

��� Allocation Policies

The last� and perhaps most important� parameter is
that determining the allocation policy� The allocation
policy dictates which agents transact� and at what price�s��
as a function of the bids� The AuctionBot currently
supports three dierent policies� all of which assume
that goods are measured in integer quantities� They
are also uniform�price mechanisms� meaning that all
transactions determined by a particular clear occur at
the same price� Several more allocation policies are in
the process of implementation �including a Walrasian
auction for divisible goods�� or on the drawing board�

The Mth� and �M � ��st�price policies are gener�
alizations of the classic �rst� and second�price mecha�
nisms to multiple units� In both algorithms� M refers
the number of units oered for sale� Bids are sorted
by price� and the auction counts down M �or M � ��
units� Roughly speaking� agents with sell bids at or be�
low this mark transact with agents with buy bids at or
above this mark� We have analyzed these mechanisms
in detail elsewhere �����

The chronological match policy implements the se�
quential trade eect of the CDA� When the auction
processes a new bid� it determines whether the bid can
be satis�ed by any standing oer� The portion of the
new bid that is satis�ed transacts� What remains of the
bid� if anything� is added to the list of standing oers�

The following example illustrates some dierences
among these policies� Table � shows three bids in the
order they are received by the auction� In this example�
the Mth�price algorithm would form the transaction
�Agent � sells one unit to agent � for ���� The
�M � ��st�price algorithm would form the transaction
�Agent � sells one unit to agent � for ���� The
surplus �dierence between reported willingness to pay
by buyers and to accept by sellers� in both cases is ���
but it is allocated dierently between the agents�

The chronological�match policy takes bids in the or�
der they are received and forms transactions at the price
of the earlier bid� Thus� it would form the transaction
�agent � sells one unit to agent � for ���� The
surplus in this case is only ���

This example also illustrates an important point in
mechanism design� Seemingly minor dierences in pa�
rameter settings can aect overall economic e�ciency
and lead to drastically dierent agent strategies� For
example� in the Mth�price policy� Agent 
 can garner
more of the surplus by bidding �
�� rather than ��� In



the �M � ��st�price case� agent 
 can derive no bene�t
from changing its bid� but agent � can���

Tie�breaking rules can also in�uence the outcome
of an auction� The AuctionBot can either break ties
arbitrarily� or in favor of the earlier bids� Note that
if a new bid ties some existing bids� re�evaluating the
earliest�bid rule will not change the allocation� whereas
re�evaluating the arbitrary rule may� Thus� when using
arbitrary tie breaking� it adds no information to signal
an agent how many units it is winning�

��� Bene�ts of Parameterization

We can construct many of the classic auctions from
these primitive rules� The English Open Outcry and
Vickrey auctions both use the single seller restriction�
The English auction is implemented with theMth�price
policy� price quotes based on activity� a single clear
based on inactivity� and a rule that bids must beat
the price quote by �� The Vickrey auction has a sin�
gle clear� no price quotes� and uses the �M � ��st�price
policy� The FPSB auction can be similarly constructed�

The CDA allows multiple buyers and sellers� uses
the chronological match policy� with clears and price
quotes based on bidder activity� A variety of dier�
ent call markets can be constructed from the Mth� and
�M � ��st�price policies�

Other combinations of these parameters yield some
new� possibly interesting auctions� For instance� the
Mth� and �M � ��st�price policies can be used with
auctions that clear with each new bid� Or� the chrono�
logical match algorithm can be used with periodic� or
inactivity based clears�

From a software engineering perspective� the advan�
tage of the parameterization scheme is that we can im�
plement many dierent specialized auctions with only
three auctioneer programs� Each auctioneer is written
for the general case and supports all of the restrictions
imposed by the parameter settings through common
code modules�

� Ensuring Temporal Accuracy

The asynchrony between the scheduler and the inter�
face creates some interesting bookkeeping challenges�
The general problem is to ensure that only the correct
bids are in the active state at a given auction event� For
example� Figure 
 depicts a situation in which an agent
bids before the time of a scheduled clear and then places
a revised bid after the scheduled clear� The scheduler
is slightly delayed and does not invoke the auction until

��This property� formally called incentive compatibility� means
that an agent�s dominant strategy is to bid its true valuation for
a good� In a one�shot �M � ��st price auction� it holds for buyers
who desire a single unit� whereas in a one�shot Mth price auction it
holds for sellers o�ering a single unit�

Scheduled
Clear

Auctioneer
Runs

Bid A Bid A�
Time

Figure 
� Bids before and after a scheduled event�

after the second bid has been placed� This would not
be an issue if the auction were running synchronously�
However� within the asynchronous AuctionBot architec�
ture we need to ensure that the clear executes with bid
A and not A� active�

The dependency between the validation of bids and
scheduled clear events goes both ways� Consider Figure

 again� but this time assume it illustrates an auction
in which the scheduled clear is based on inactivity� and
that the period of inactivity is greater than the time
interval between A and A�� The scheduler has been
delayed� so the auctioneer has not validated bid A �
the scheduled clear time indicated in the diagram was
calculated from a previous bid� When the auctioneer
runs and veri�es A� it must also recalculate the time of
the clear event� The correct behavior is to include A�

in the next clear�
To address these issues we need to keep careful track

of the state of a bid� Figure � diagrams the transitions
possible in the life of a bid� The auctioneer uses only
active bids� indicated by grey boxes� when making clear
or price quote calculations� The interface inserts a new
bid into the database with a timestamp and a state
of unprocessed� The next time it runs� the auction�
eer �rst determines when its next clear or quote event
should occur� It then loads all the bids that were sub�
mitted before the time of the next event� If the bid
state is unprocessed� the auctioneer veri�es whether
the bid satis�es the auction�s rules� and transitions the
bid to either valid or rejected� The auctioneer must
also check whether any active bids have expired or been
replaced� and transition them to the appropriate closed
state� Five distinct types of closed states are tracked
for auditing purposes�

Bid withdrawals� like bid submissions� arrive asyn�
chronously� and so can occur out of sequence with clear
events� To track a user�s request to withdraw a bid�
we have two extra states� When a user withdraws a
bid� indicated by the dashed arrows� the interface tran�
sitions it to the appropriate withdraw�requested state
and marks it with a timestamp� If the withdraw request
occurred before the auction event� the auctioneer tran�
sitions the bid to the withdrawn state� Otherwise the
auctioneer considers the bid active at the time of the
auction event���

��This may involve verifying the bid and transitioning it from
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	 Agent interface

The agent interface is a TCP�IP�level message proto�
col that allows agents to access all of the features of
the AuctionBot present in the web interface� Agents
can place bids� create auctions� request auction infor�
mation� or review their accounts� The noti�cation fea�
ture� equivalent to the e�mail noti�cation available in
the web interface� is not yet available in the agent API�

To the best of our knowledge� the AuctionBot is the
only online auction site with explicit support for user�
written software agents� The client code is publicly
available� and we plan to enhance the libraries with sup�
port for common high�level strategies and market agent
functions�

In fact� the API is complete enough that developers
can use it to build their own front end to the Auction�
Bot� This �exibility is particularly useful for researchers
who wish to use the functionality of the AuctionBot but
would rather provide an alternate interface�


 Uses of the AuctionBot

The AuctionBot has been open for public use at the
University of Michigan since September ����� and to the
entire Internet since January ���	� We have used the
AuctionBot to create online markets for used textbooks�
and several individuals have successfully sold various
objects� The volume of public retail activity has been
small to date� we believe in large part because com�
mercial sites like EBay are already serving that sector
well� Network externalities make it di�cult for other
sites to reach the critical mass of participation needed
to sustain an active marketplace�

The AuctionBot�s most demanding use has come
during several classroom exercises run in computer sci�

withdraw�requested�unprocessed� to withdraw�requested�validated��

ence courses at the University of Michigan� In the
largest of these exercises� we assigned each of �� stu�
dents one of three roles� consumer� component manu�
facturer� or widget assembler� Consumers are endowed
with raw materials which they sell to the component
manufacturers� The manufacturers convert the raw ma�
terials into one of four components and sell them to the
assemblers� Assemblers can combine dierent compo�
nents to create one of three widget types� The assem�
blers sell the widgets to the consumers� who derive util�
ity from owning widgets� Each agent has additional
budget or production constraints that make its task
challenging�

Perhaps the most interesting qualitative observation
about the exercise is how students react to the reality
that the outcomes of their actions depend on the unpre�
dictable behaviors of �� other students� Although they
were invited to try to collude� such eorts proved fruit�
less at this scale� Despite some incentive mismatches
in our design of the exercise� the aggregate results were
consistent with an e�cient mix of widgets produced�
and attentive students were able to discern structure in
the movements of prices and draw appropriate implica�
tions for their agent strategies�

We have used the AuctionBot for other classroom
exercises� including a task allocation problem that is
also a subject of our multiagent systems research �����
We welcome eorts by researchers interested in setting
up their own experiments on this platform�

Our primary current use of the AuctionBot is as part
of a comprehensive testbed in market mechanism de�
sign� We have used the system to prototype protocols
for market�based scheduling ��	�� and the simple web�
based demonstration we have deployed may be a good
introduction for those interested in experimenting with
the AuctionBot���

� Conclusion

The Michigan Internet AuctionBot is a versatile� ro�
bust online auction server that supports both human
and software agents� It is potentially attractive to those
wishing to develop or prototype online marketplaces be�
cause it is free and it implements the widest variety of
auctions� It has demonstrated usefulness as an instruc�
tional tool by supporting large�scale� complex classroom
exercises that involve many interacting markets� As a
research platform� the large parameter space and open
agent API make it particularly well suited for running
experiments in computational market mechanisms and
agent strategies�

��http���auction�eecs�umich�edu�demos�factory�html
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